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The Challenge

Berry Schwartz is the Vice president of Sales at SHTAR™. SHTAR™ is a B2B payment
processing solution that interfaces existing accounting software applications with bank
payment platforms, streamlining automation and eliminating manual processes for the
payor, bank, and payee. SHTAR™’s mission is to completely autonomize commerce in order
to advance the human experience. They seek to empower every member of our economy
with autonomous reconciliation, predictive purchasing, and touchless transactions.

Berry had a small sales team with a handful
of business and sales development reps and
needed a better way to generate qualified
conversations with decision-makers at
accounting departments. SHTAR used
technologies like Zoominfo but knew that
LinkedIn was a much more effective sales tool
that they should be leveraging because of its
accessibility, network reach, and updated
information as decision-makers move from
job to job. 

Berry needed a smart and efficient way to
educate his sales team on how to use
LinkedIn without wasting time. He knew he had
to find a way to use LinkedIn to hire more
sales reps who had experience with software
sales in their industry.



LET’S TALK

The Solution

The Outcome

The Results

Need help generating
qualified conversations and
growing revenue with
LinkedIn?

12+
$250K

Berry’s sales team partnered with Evyrgreen Networking for Teams. We provided LinkedIn
training that was easy to understand and simple to implement. Our course and coaching
program was extremely helpful for Berry and his team because it gave them actionable
insights and tips they could put into practice in their daily sales efforts. 

Thanks to our system, Berry’s team received practical, actionable strategies that allowed
them to get results on LinkedIn without it being too time-consuming. Evyrgreen Networking
for Teams provided Berry’s sales team with a mix of live classes and recorded sessions
that can be viewed and reviewed on demand. Additionally, our partnership provided them
with frameworks, scripts, and checklists to make using LinkedIn much more approachable.

As a direct result of learning how to leverage LinkedIn with Evyrgreen Networking for
Teams, Berry’s sales team immediately started connecting with the right people and
booked over a dozen qualified conversations in the first 30 days. And within just 8 weeks of
taking consistent action on LinkedIn, SHTAR signed a deal worth $250k a year in recurring
revenue. 

In Berry’s words, “We are thrilled with the results and ROI and we know that this is the tip of
the iceberg because there is so much more to learn. Joe even showed me a hack to find
new sales reps that are qualified and ready to work. In just a few minutes of coaching, I
made an offer to a new sales rep that will be starting with us next month that has
experience in our industry!”

Book a strategy session with a team
member to learn about how Evyrgreen
Networking for Teams can help you. 

Qualified conversations
in 30 days

Deal in 8 weeks
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https://www.evyrgreen.com/talktous


More Referrals, Valuable Relationships on LinkedIn


